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- Energy range from $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-3}$ MeV
- Cross section range from $10^{-3}$ to $10^3$ barns

- Line labeled "total"
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Heating

Energy (MeV) vs. Heating (MeV/reaction)

- Heating curve showing a sharp increase at higher energies.
- The curve has a peak at around 10^{-5} MeV, with a sharp下降 at lower energies.

The graph represents the heating data for ENDF/B-VII.1 IR-193, with energy ranging from 10^{-11} to 10^{1} MeV and heating values ranging from 10^{-6} to 10^{0}.
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Cross section (barns) vs. Energy (MeV)
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Inelastic levels

Energy (MeV) vs. Cross section (barns) plot for different inelastic levels:
- (n,n*26)
- (n,n*27)
- (n,n*28)
- (n,n*29)
- (n,n*30)

The graph shows the cross section as a function of energy for various inelastic levels, indicating the peak cross sections at different energies.
Inelastic levels

Cross section (barns) vs. Energy (MeV)

- Black: (n,n*36)
- Red: (n,n*37)
- Green: (n,n*38)
- Blue: (n,n*39)
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